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Zoning Proposal for Galapagos National Park, Ecuador

Rural. Might include all areas adjacent to the park where the park is working with

private landowners to develop activities such as lava tubes tours on Santa Cruz or

 equestrian and hiking trails that occur on a combination of contiguous park and private lands.

Intensive/Recreational. Might include developed recreation areas in the park near local communities or
park-related sites within communities. This could include guard stations and visitor centers, port or
transportation facilities, and other sites that include park personnel and activities and are designed for large
numbers of visitors.

Intensive/Natural. Would include visitation sites with outstanding wildlife, ecosystem, natural, or cultural
history value but with only moderate resource constraints. Higher use levels would be permitted (group size
would still be site specific but tend toward larger groups) at sites of varying distances from port towns.

Extensive/Natural. Would include sites with outstanding wildlife, ecosystem, natural or cultural value, with
more severe resource constraints (again, site specific) limiting group size to smaller groups, or, conditions
permitting, where a more leisurely experience with fewer encounters is desired.

Semi-primitive. Backcountry areas or remote beaches, usually on larger inhabited islands, more than one
mile from any road or motorized beach landing area. Areas where foot, animal or non-motorized boat
transport are required. Risk, challenge and required skills are greater. Resource constraints are low to
moderate. Encounters with other visitors are kept low and both permits and park service orientation or
special guides are required. (This zone would be new for Galapagos National Park.)

Pristine/Scientific. Islands or parts of islands where ecosystem value is at its highest with no or very few
exotic species introductions. Usually remote and uninhabited with severe resource constraints. Visits are
very limited, usually but not always confined to scientists. Requires permits in advance and guides specially
trained in low impact techniques. There would be many strict regulations.

Complete description of the proposed new semi-primitive zone:

Management Objectives: To allow those visitors who seek a more self-directed or individualized
experience (using outdoor skills in a natural setting) to have access to portions of the park where many
natural features and values exist but where concerns about species introduction are pressing and can be
controlled more easily due to the proximity of ranger stations. To also reduce the pressure on
intensive/natural zone visitation sites by dispersing opportunities for visitors wishing alternatives to
traditional guided tours.

Experience Opportunities and Setting Attributes/Activities: Hiking, camping, sea kayaking, volcano climbing,
wildlife viewing and nature study. There is the opportunity to use outdoor skills; moderate levels of risk and
challenge and physical stamina are required.

Physical Setting: Remote, generally several miles away from traditional visitor sites or transportation
corridors, in natural terrain that may have some mixture of endemic and exotic species but very little other
evidence of human activity. Rugged mountains, scrub forest lava fields or remote beaches may all be found
in such a zone.

Social Setting: Groups will be no larger than five persons and all trails and campsites will have site quotas so
that encounters should not exceed two other parties in a two-day period.

Managerial Setting: Permits are required and given on a first-come first-serve basis. Itineraries are
prepared and campsites assigned. Length of stay is from one to two days at any one site. Ranger patrols
are regular, but their contact with visitors is optional and brief. Prior to entry, visitors will watch a fifteen-
minute videotape on low-impact techniques and backcountry regulations as well as undergo a check for
exotic plant material and proper equipment.

Zoning Scheme for El Imposible National Park, El Salvador
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Intensive Use Zone
General Objective: Provide recreational and educational opportunities within a semi-natural environment
but with high concentrations of visitors; provide economic opportunities for local people.

Description: This zone consists of natural or altered sites that have natural or cultural attractions and
outstanding scenic beauty. Its topography allows limited vehicle access and support facilities. Although this
zone should be maintained in as natural a state as possible, high concentrations of visitors and facilities are
acceptable, including toilets, interpretive trails, vehicular access routes for park vehicles only, visitor
centers, and camping and picnic areas. Management presence at this zone will be a high priority in order to
maintain impacts at acceptable levels.

Rules and Regulations:

1. Visitor use of this zone will have few restrictions other than paying the park entrance fee.

2. Campfires will be permitted only in those sites with designated fireplaces.

3. Firewood collection is prohibited in this zone.

4. Use of soap is prohibited in the rivers.

Moderate Use Zone
General Objective: Offer educational and recreational opportunities within a relatively natural environment,
with medium concentrations of visitors.

Description: Consists primarily of natural sites but with some sectors that have some degree of human
intervention; contains representation of significant natural and cultural features. Serves as a transitional
zone between high densities of visitors and those zones with a minimum of public use. Facilities will not
have the same level of development as those in the Intensive Use Zone. Topography will limit public use,
and therefore the zone will require less attention on the part of park personnel.

Rules and Regulations:

1. Campsites with minimum facilities are permitted.

2. Los Enganches, Mirador La Algodonera-Rio Mixtepe are accessible only when visitors have a guide and
a permit.

3. All trash must be removed by the visitor.

4. Campfires are prohibited except in exceptional situations.

Primitive Use Zone
General Objective: Protect the most natural park environments and offer recreational opportunities
characterized by a minimum of environmental impact and very few group encounters.

Description: Consists of a natural site with a minimum of human intervention. Contains unique ecosystems,
scientifically-valuable species of fauna and flora that can tolerate limited use by small groups. Roads,
improved trails and permanent visitor infrastructure are excluded from this zone.

Rules and Regulations:

1. Public use is limited to special groups that have requested a permit in advance and that are
accompanied by a park ranger.

2. Camping is permitted only in sites designated by the park administration.

3. Visitor groups are limited to a maximum of six people.

4. Campfires are not permitted.


